
1: Unscrew to remove the LED body from the trim.

Install the Lens

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS!

- The SUN3-LL & PORT-LL are the accessory step light kits 
  that are used with Sun3 and Port fixtures respectively.
- The SUN3-LL and the PORT-LL come with a Micro Louver 
  Lens for controlling the glare, a 20 degree beam tilt film for 
  controlling the beam light, and a neutral density film (gray) 
  to reduce the light level to 50%.
- The SUN3-LLH & PORT-LLH do not come with any lenses or 
  films.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
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Installation Instructions for Step Light Kits Sun3-LL & Port-LL
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NOTE: DO NOT REMOVE the glass retainer ring which makes 
the trim to be water proof.

PORT-LL_
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2: Using fingers remove the retainer ring inside the trim. If 
    necessary use a flat screw driver or pair of pliers to start.
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3: Carefully remove the spring clip and one of the glass lenses.C
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NOTE: The micro louver and the 20 degree film are already 
installed in SUN3-LL & PORT-LL, if removing them please make 
sure to align the cut out portion of the louver and the film with 
the lens holder tab. Use one of the three optional films.

NOTE: One side of the 20 degree film is smooth (protected with 
a green plastic) and the other side is textured (protected with a 
clear plastic). The smooth side of the lens should face against 
the trim glass lens. Remove protective plastics before applying 
the film.

NOTE: SUN3-LLH & PORT-LLH do not come with any films or 
lenses. Make sure any lenses or films used with these accessories 
are placed between the two glass lenses.

NOTE: The second glass lens can be eliminated if using a few 
accessories. Use the second glass lens if eliminating the micro 
louver and using the films only.

4: Replace the spring clip making sure that it sits properly in 
    the lens holder groove.

5: Align the set screw on the lens holder assembly with the 
    groove on the trim. Make sure that the spring clip side of the 
    lens is in the opposite direction of the trim.

6: Insert the lens holder assembly inside the trim making sure 
    that the set screw on the lens holder fits inside the groove.

7: Place one optional Textured Glass (soft focus, linear spread 
    etc) or Hexcell Louver (to reduce the glare) inside the 
    retainer ring. DO NOT USE Hexcell Louver with Micro 
    Louver together. Replace and tighten the retainer ring to 
    secure the lens holder assembly in place.

8: Replace and tighten the LED body completely into the trim.

9: Refer to the installation instructions provided with the Sun3 
    or Port to complete the installation.
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MICRO LOUVER LENS BLADES
MUST BE ORIENTED IN THIS
MANNER TO WORK PROPERLY
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